“FTUSA continues to support SLCP through participation in the Technical Advisory Committee and has been impressed by the SLCP and the TAC’s collective nimbleness in adjusting to dynamic circumstances.”

There are 85 certified Fair Trade factories, with the most factories in Vietnam, India, and Sri Lanka.

As of January 2022, 18 fair trade certified factories are registered for SLCP.

SLCP Verified Data Recognized in FTUSA’s Apparel and Home Goods program

Facilities can share their CAF v1.4 SLCP verified data with FTUSA via the FFC platform to reduce the scope of their annual FTUSA factory audit.

Mapping against FTUSA Factory Standard Audit

Depending upon the audit year and SLCP Step of the factory’s VRF data, compliance criteria assessed in the annual Fair Trade Factory Standard audit can be reduced anywhere from 45-155 compliance criteria.